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Introduction 

This strategic plan is aimed at telling the story of SweetJack, an ecommerce site. Owned 
and operated by Cumulus Media, Inc., SweetJack was launched in April 2011 in an effort to join 
the thriving daily deals market. The business strives to get its customers out of the house and 
around town for less. 

Today, SweetJack is struggling to find its niche in a market that has quickly become 
oversaturated with competitors. SweetJack must find a way to show its relevance and attract new 
customers.  

The following strategic story plan is designed to do just that. It will define how 
SweetJack stands out from the competition and why the public should try their product. The 
SweetJack story will allow the target demographic to connect with the organization and motivate 
them to not only purchase from the website, but to tell their friends about the wonderful 
SweetJack experience. 
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Organizational Background 

SweetJack is an online daily deal site owned by Cumulus Media, Inc. The company 
opened its doors in April 2011 in Atlanta, Ga.i with just under ten full-time employees and the 
goal of becoming the next Groupon. What initially made SweetJack such an interesting business 
venture was its method of advertising. Because the startup is backed by the parent of Cumulus 
Broadcasting, SweetJack vendors are promised prime-time radio advertising the day their deal 
runs on the SweetJack website. This form of advertising is in addition to traditional email blasts 
and, of course, a featured spot on the SweetJack homepage. 

SweetJack partnered with Clear Channel Communications in January 2012, and that 
allowed the company to advertise deals on additional radio stations. With a rapid expansion plan 
in place, SweetJack’s new goal was to expand to over 200 cities by December 2012, covering 90 
percent of the United States with more than 1400 radio stations.ii  

Many challenges came with this new goal. Over 150 sales team members had to be hired 
almost immediately, along with additional hires for the editorial team, imaging team and 
marketing team. This required hiring a recruiter, training new team members and moving into a 
larger space. A second challenge came from disgruntled radio station employees whose budgets 
had been slashed to help support the launch of SweetJack. Their lack of cooperation made 
marketing and advertising SweetJack’s product extremely difficult, especially as executives 
planned to make radio the central advertising medium.  

Though all expansion goals were met by December 2012, SweetJack found itself facing a 
new challenge: a lack of distinction in an oversaturated daily deals marketplace.  

 

The Competition 

Many of SweetJack’s competitors have branded themselves in a way that makes them 
stand out, through both their organizational stories and the look and feel of their websites. For 
example, Groupon was the first daily deal site in existence and it has established itself as the 
company that runs deals with name brands. The company also prides itself on its quirky deal 
copy.iii Scoutmob, a newer daily deal site, is known for its free deals and “local” look and feel.iv 
Rue La La and Gilt feature designer and luxury brands, such as Chanel and The W Hotels brand. 
Both organizations have sleek black and white websites that show off their refined personalities.v 
vi You may see more information on SweetJack’s competitors in the figure below.  

 

Competition Founded Description 
Gilt November 2007 Insider access to top designer 

brands and experiences for 
women, men, kids and home 
at up to 60% off retail. 

Groupon November 1, 2008 The original daily deal site 
offering the best stuff to do, 
eat, see and buy in more than 
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500 cities and 48 countries 
around the world. 

Rue La La 2008 Desired brands. Members-
only prices. Delivered daily. 

Living Social 2009 Living Social is the local 
marketplace to buy and share 
the best things to do in your 
city. 

Scoutmob January 13, 2010 The gentle nudge you need to 
get out the door and do your 
thing. Join the ‘mob. 

 

What is unique about SweetJack’s brand? This is a question that must be addressed 
through the organization’s story as soon as possible. But first, SweetJack needs to identify its 
target audience.  

 

Target Audience 

In order to identify its own target audience, SweetJack executives studied the subscriber 
demographics of its two largest competitors mentioned above, Groupon and Living Social.  
These two organizations were chosen for comparison because SweetJack does not focus on 
designer lifestyle like the Rue La La and Gilt websites, and SweetJack’s business model does not 
focus on free mobile coupons like Scoutmob. Groupon and Living Social’s subscriber 
demographics are as follows: 

Grouponvii: 

• 77% Female 
• 68% 18-34 years old 
• 49% Single 
• 33% Married 
• 50% have a Bachelor’s degree 
• 75% work full-time 
• 21% earn between $50,000 and $69,999 
• 29% earn over $100,000 

 

Living Socialviii: 

• 64% Female 
• 36% earn more than $100,00  

 

Because women tend to control household spending,ix SweetJack’s target demo will also 
be females. Groupon and Living Social already target the younger niche market (ages 18-34), so 
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SweetJack will target an older demographic, especially those with children. Because 
approximately one third of Groupon and Living Social’s subscriber bases earns over $100,000 
annually, SweetJack will target those making $50,000 to $99,000. 

Therefore, in order to stand out from the competition, SweetJack’s primary public will be: 

1. Female 
2. With children 
3. Ages 35 - 44 or 
4. Ages 45 - 54 
5. Annual income of $50,000 to $69,999 or 
6. Annual income of $70,000 to $99,000 

 

SweetJack’s secondary public will be traditional media outlets geared toward parents (i.e. 
parenting magazines) and what Mashable refers to as the “mommy blogger.” According to a 
recent study, 14 percent of American mothers with at least one child in their household blog 
about parenting or read parenting blogsx. “The average mommy blogger is 37 years old and 89% 
of mommy bloggers have kids between the ages of 2 and 11.” xi Mashable also notes that the 
average income in a mommy blogger's household is $84,000.xii The demographic of the mommy 
blogger fits precisely within SweetJack’s primary public, is an influencer of that primary public 
and is, therefore, an ideal secondary public. 

Top 10 mommy bloggers according to Mashable include: 

1. “Girl’s Gone Child,” Rebecca Wolfe 
2. “The Bloggess,” Jenny Lawson 
3. “Her Bad Mother,” Catherine Connors 
4. “Dooce,” Heather B. Armstrong 
5. “Finslippy,” Alice Bradley 
6. “Post Partum Progress,” Katherine Stone 
7. “The Girl Who,” Monica Bielanko 
8. “The Pioneer Woman,” Ree Drummond 
9. “Amalah,” Amy Corbett Storch 
10. “Sweet Salty,” Kate Inglis 

 

Objectives 

SweetJack’s main objective for FY 2014 is to increase profit. In order to do so, the following 
objectives will be put into place: 

1. Increase SweetJack’s brand awareness and likeability with both the primary and 
secondary publics by 10% over the next year as revealed by customer surveys and social 
media sentiment. 

2. Increase affiliate marketing partnerships with secondary public by 5% over the next year. 
3. Increase SweetJack’s overall subscriber base by 10% over the next year. 
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4. Increase SweetJack’s overall sales by 5% over the next year. 
 

Measurement 

Objective 1: SweetJack’s brand awareness and likeability will be measured through various 
surveys and social media sentiment analysis. Cumulus Broadcasting radio stations across the 
country will hand out awareness and likeability surveys for SweetJack at each of their on-site 
events, including concerts, festivals, restaurant openings and more. A similar popup survey will 
be given to SweetJack customers who have purchased a deal using a computer (surveys are not 
typically optimized for mobile devices). In addition, a social media analytics tool, such as Topsy, 
will be used to measure sentiment on each of SweetJack’s channels, including YouTube, Twitter 
and Facebook. The sentiment analysis will be used to measure likeability as opposed to brand 
awareness.  

Objective 2: SweetJack’s affiliate marketing partnership growth will be determined by year over 
year measurement.  

Objective 3: SweetJack’s overall subscriber base growth will be determined by year over year 
measurement. 

Objective 4: SweetJack’s overall sales growth will be determined by year over year 
measurement. 

 

Key Messages 

SweetJack’s key messages are intended to emphasize the mission of the organization and 
the services it provides to members. They will be the core focus of SweetJack’s strategic story 
plan.  The key messages are as follows: 

1. SweetJack empowers you to have fun in your city without breaking the bank. 

2. SweetJack is an advocate for local vendors.   

3. SweetJack utilizes innovative technology to create a gratifying customer experience. 

 

 

 

The Story 
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 SweetJack’s three key messages will be communicated to the public through three 
different stories. Each story will contain the same characters and will be disseminated through 
60-second radio spots on Cumulus and Clear Channel stations as well as videos to be posted on 
the organization’s social media channels and sent to media contacts. 

Characters 

Hero: The hero of SweetJack’s story is also the key public – the mom. Mom is the woman who 
works twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week to keep her family happy. She juggles a 
career, shuffling her children to activities and putting dinner on the table. On top of it all, mom 
wants to ensure her children have fun, whether that means trying a new restaurant, playing mini 
golf with friends or taking a family trip to the zoo. Most importantly, mom tries to do all of the 
above on a budget so that her family can afford the finer things in life without breaking the bank. 

Mentor: The mentor in SweetJack’s story is the company mascot, Jack. Jack is the dog every 
family wants as a pet. He has a “super” nose that sniffs out great deals to get mom and the family 
out of the house and doing things around the city for less. Mom is on a budget but wants to take 
the family out to a nice dinner, so what does Jack do? He motivates her to search through the 
SweetJack website and purchase a great deal so her family can enjoy a nice dinner out for less. 

Herald: The herald in SweetJack’s story is the business owner who wants to overcharge moms 
and their families. The herald is the movie theatre that charges $12 per ticket for a two-hour film. 
The herald is the bakery that wants to charge $3.50 per cupcake for a child’s birthday party. The 
herald wants mom to overspend on its product. 

Villain: The villain in SweetJack’s story is the slumping economy. Recently, national economic 
issues have caused many families to take a close look at their finances and reevaluate where to 
cut back spending. However, mom does not want to sacrifice family fun because of a lack of 
funds, so she looks for local deals and things to do on a budget. 

Ally: The ally in SweetJack’s story is also one of its secondary publics – the mommy blogger. 
Mommy bloggers want to help other moms have fun with their families for less. When mommy 
bloggers find a good deal, they share the details with their readers to help spread the happiness 
that comes with saving money in a down economy.  These details could be as simple as a link or 
a printable coupon. 

 

Story Angles 

 SweetJack’s three story angles will each follow the narrative arc. Jack Hart, author of 
Storycraft, states, “A true narrative arc sweeps forward across time, pushing ahead with constant 
motion. It looks like a wave about to break, a pregnant package of stored energy.”xiii The five 
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phases in the figure below mark any complete story, and will be used in each of SweetJack’s 
stories.xiv  

 

 

Jack Hart’s Narrative Story Arc 

 

Story Angle 1: 

Exposition: This section will describe the hero of our story – mom. Mom is the woman who 
works twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week to keep her family happy. Most importantly, 
mom tries to do it all on a budget so that her family can afford the finer things in life without 
breaking the bank. 

Rising Action: Mom’s son Timmy has a birthday coming up and he’s very excited about having 
a party this year. However, dad has been concerned for weeks that he might get laid off from his 
job. The economy has been tough on the real estate business, and dad’s company has not fared 
well. Mom has had the family on a tight budget recently, just in case. 

Crisis: One fateful morning, dad gets laid off from his job. After a long discussion, mom and dad 
decide they cannot afford to throw the birthday party they had originally planned for Timmy. 
Between the cost of 3 hours on the go kart race track, party décor, pizza and cake, Timmy’s 
birthday party was going to run close to $500. With one parent laid off, that cost is no longer 
affordable. 

Climax: Mom is unhappy with this decision, so she searches Google for ideas on how to throw 
an inexpensive birthday party. She clicks on a feature article from mommy blogger “Girl’s Gone 
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Child,” which suggests checking out daily deal sites for deals on party décor, cupcakes, etc. 
“Girl’s Gone Child” includes a list of daily deal sites in the article, including SweetJack. Mom 
clicks through to SweetJack’s website, guided by Jack the company mascot, where she sees a 
deal for 70% off Gigi’s Cupcakes and 3-hour party bus rental, all within her city. She shows the 
deals to dad who agrees that with the coupons Timmy’s birthday party is affordable. 

Falling Action: Jack shows mom and dad how to purchase the coupons, and they throw Timmy’s 
birthday party for a grand total of $150. The key message of the story is: SweetJack empowers 
you to have fun in your city without breaking the bank.  

 

Story Angle 2: 

Exposition: This section will describe the hero of our story – mom. Mom is the woman who 
works twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week to keep her family happy. Most importantly, 
mom tries to do it all on a budget so that her family can afford the finer things in life without 
breaking the bank. 

Rising Action: Mom and dad have been so busy with work and shuffling Timmy and Angela 
around to weekend activities, that they haven’t had much time to clean the house recently.  

Maid Your Day, a local cleaning service, has been struggling for business recently. Current 
economic issues have forced many homeowners to forgo luxuries such as a maid service. The 
Maid Your Day owners decide to put a deal for 50% off house cleaning on SweetJack.com to see 
if it gives business a boost.  

Crisis: Dad’s parents decide to come up from Florida for a surprise visit with only one day’s 
notice, and the house is still a mess. There’s no time to give it the deep cleaning it needs, so mom 
and dad need help. 

Climax: Mom recently saw an advertisement for SweetJack, a local daily deal site, on her 
favorite mommy blog, “The Pioneer Woman.” She decides to search it for deals on maid 
services. Mom logs on to the SweetJack website where she is greeted by the company mascot, 
Jack. Jack helps her enter specific criteria into SweetJack’s search page, including city, state and 
deal type. She sees a deal for Maid Your Day, which is conveniently located right down the road. 
She purchases and prints the coupon, calls Maid Your Day, and someone is at the house within 
the hour. 

Falling Action: Maid Your Day gets the house cleaned in time for grandma and grandpa’s last-
minute visit, and mom and dad are so pleased with the service that they decide to hire them on a 
monthly basis at a discounted rate. They also recommend Maid Your Day to friends. Soon, the 
word spreads and Maid Your Day business starts to pick up. The key message of the story is: 
SweetJack is an advocate for local vendors. 
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Story Angle 3: 

Exposition: This section will describe the hero of our story – mom. Mom is the woman who 
works twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week to keep her family happy. Most importantly, 
mom tries to do it all on a budget so that her family can afford the finer things in life without 
breaking the bank. 

Rising Action: The Murphy family has had a rough month. Mom had to take a pay cut at work, 
dad has been traveling for two weeks, Timmy broke his arm and Angela started middle school 
(which is a crisis in and of itself). Mom and dad decide that the family needs a fun outing to 
forget about all the recent stress. However, the Murphy family is on a tight budget with mom’s 
recent pay cut.  

While catching up on her favorite mommy blog, “Her Bad Mother,” Mom sees an advertisement 
for discounted zoo tickets on a site called SweetJack. She clicks the ad and lands on the 
homepage where Jack, the company mascot, guides her through the purchase process. What 
would have typically been a $70 outing to the zoo only cost mom $30. Mom prints out the tickets 
and sticks them to the refrigerator so she won’t forget them on Saturday.  

Crisis: In the period of chaos trying to get everyone ready to leave the house on Saturday, mom 
forgets to grab the zoo tickets off the refrigerator.  

Climax: Mom uses her iPhone to get to SweetJack’s website and clicks to the Q&A section 
where Jack, the company mascot, answers frequently asked questions. Jack says that in the event 
that you forget to print out your SweetJack voucher, you can simply use the SweetJack App to 
access your account and pull up the coupon on your smartphone. Mom has already downloaded 
the App, so she brings up her account and immediately finds the tickets for the zoo. 

Falling Action: Mom hands her smartphone to the zoo gate attendant, and she is able to scan 
everyone’s tickets. The key message of the story is: SweetJack utilizes innovative technology to 
create a gratifying customer experience.  

 

Presenting the Story 

In order to gain recognition for its local, family-friendly deals and easy-to-use website 
and App, SweetJack needs to take full advantage of its own resources. Because SweetJack is a 
subsidiary of Cumulus Media Inc., it has access to Cumulus Broadcasting radio and website 
advertising. Its partnership with Clear Channel Communications allows for even more 
advertising access. Furthermore, SweetJack will promote its story on the company website and 
social media channels, including YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. 
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In addition to the aforementioned, SweetJack will launch a media campaign to reach out 
to its secondary audience, the mommy blogger and parenting magazines. 

SweetJack Resources: 

Radio Advertising: 

As previously stated, with access to both Cumulus Broadcasting and Clear Channel 
Communications radio advertising, SweetJack has access to 90% of the Unites States population 
with more than 1400 radio stations. Therefore, SweetJack’s three story angles will be 
disseminated through three different 60-second radio ads. Each ad will played once a day on all 
Cumulus and Clear Channel radio stations – during the morning commute time, the lunch hour 
and the afternoon commute time periods. These advertisements will reach parents while they 
drive to work, drive their kids to school, run errands at lunch, drive home from work and drive 
their kids to activities after school.  

Radio Websites: 

Each radio station website will have a rotating widget on its home page that will alternate 
between the local deal of the day and a photographic depiction of one of SweetJack’s three story 
angles. The widget will link to SweetJack’s local deal of the day page on its website.  

 

Example: Mini Golf in Atlanta 

Social Media 

Because SweetJack is a digital company, social media poses a huge opportunity for free 
advertising. Primary channels will include YouTube, Twitter and Facebook.  

The YouTube page will include three, short two-minute videos depicting each of 
SweetJack’s three story angles discussed earlier in this strategy. These videos will be shared not 
only on SweetJack’s other social media channels, but also on the radio station social media 
channels. They will be included on SweetJack’s press page so that the media may embed them in 
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any online stories. This page will also include any positive customer testimonials, discussed in 
further detail below.  

SweetJack’s Twitter account will be used to share SweetJack’s YouTube videos, national 
deals and any breaking company news. In addition, the hashtag #MySweetJack will be used as a 
way for customers to share stories about their SweetJack experience. For example, mom and dad 
may tweet a picture of themselves enjoying a much-needed dinner date using a SweetJack 
coupon. Or, dad can share a video he took of little Timmy enjoying his birthday cupcakes that 
were bought using a SweetJack coupon. SweetJack will not only retweet these stories, but also 
(with user permission) share them on Facebook, the SweetJack press page and maybe even 
expand on them and create a YouTube video. As Hogshead said, it’s not what you say, but what 
others say about youxv. 

The Facebook strategy includes geo-targeting the daily SweetJack deals and, additionally, 
posting the three SweetJack videos discussed above; customer testimonials submitted on Twitter; 
coupons for Facebook fans only; and timely, sharable content such as holiday memes with the 
company mascot. The SweetJack Facebook page will also be used as a discussion forum, 
allowing customers to ask the company questions, share concerns or share a positive review.   

 

  

Example: New Year’s Meme         Example: Halloween Meme 

Each social media channel will deliver consistent and reliable messaging on a day-to-day 
business so that the SweetJack builds trust in its brandxvi.  

SweetJack Website 

SweetJack’s website will include a press page used to house the three YouTube videos 
previously mentioned, a downloadable version of the company logo and customer testimonials. 
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Each of these aforementioned items may be used by the media when writing a story about the 
organization. The page will also highlight recent media mentions with links to the source. Media 
contacts may sign up for an RSS feed to avoid checking the page for updates.  

SweetJack’s website will also feature social sharing buttons on press stories and daily 
deals. This will enable both the media and customers to easily share content and deals they find 
interesting with their followers and friends on Twitter and Facebook. 

 

Example: Social Sharing Buttons on Daily Deals 

Media Campaign: 

SweetJack’s secondary audience, the mommy blogger and parenting magazines, should 
also become the organization’s largest advocates. In order to sell them on the product, a media 
campaign will be launched. 

First, SweetJack’s public relations team will work to compile a media list of mommy 
bloggers and parenting magazine contacts, preferably located in cities in which SweetJack 
coupons are sold.  

Second, two different press kits will be compiled. The first kit will be sent to mommy 
bloggers and will include an introduction letter; a one-sheet on SweetJack’s history; a pamphlet 
on the SweetJack affiliate program and a SweetJack branded flash drive containing the company 
videos and various high res versions of the company logo. The affiliate program pamphlet will 
discuss the benefits (both monetary and otherwise) of hosting a SweetJack ad on a blog. 
Everything will be compiled and placed in a SweetJack branded tote bag and mailed to the 
intended recipient.  

The second kit will be sent to the parenting magazines and will include an introduction 
letter; a one-sheet on SweetJack’s history; a SweetJack branded flash drive containing the 
company videos and various high res versions of the company logo; and a $25 SweetJack gift 
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card. Again, everything will be compiled and placed in a SweetJack branded tote bag and mailed 
to the intended recipient. 

The campaign will be measured through media mentions after the press kits have been 
mailed. The marketing team will also be able to analyze Google Analytics and discover if any 
traffic is being driven to the SweetJack page from online media mentions, and if any of those 
visitors have purchased from the website. 

 

Magazines (including but not limited to): 

• American Baby magazine 
• Atlanta Parent magazine 
• Babble 
• Baton Rouge Parents magazine 
• Birmingham Parent magazine 
• Boston Parents Paper magazine 
• Chicago Parent magazine 
• Colorado Parent magazine 
• Columbus Parent magazine 
• Family Fun magazine 
• Indy’s Child magazine 
• Memphis Parent magazine 
• Metro Parent 
• MetroKids Pennsylvania magazine 
• Nashville Parent magazine 
• Orlando Family magazine 
• Parent & Kids Magazine 
• Parenting magazine 
• Parents magazine 
• Richmond Parents Monthly magazine 
• South Florida Parenting magazine 
• Space Coast Parent magazine 
• Tampa Bay Parenting magazine 
• Wilmington Parent magazine 
 

Mommy Bloggers (including but not limited to): 

• “Amalah,” Amy Corbett Storch 
• “A Cup of Jo,” Joanna Goddard 
• “Dooce,” Heather B. Armstrong 
• “Finslippy,” Alice Bradley 
• “Girl’s Gone Child,” Rebecca Wolfe 
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• “Her Bad Mother,” Catherine Connors 
• “Jenny on the Spot,” Jenny Ingram  
• “Jolly Mom,” Pierra Jolly 
• “Obviously Marvelous,” Marcie Wahrer 
• “Post Partum Progress,” Katherine Stone 
• “Sweet Salty,” Kate Inglis 
• “The Bloggess,” Jenny Lawson 
• “The Girl Who,” Monica Bielanko 
• “The Pioneer Woman,” Ree Drummond 
• “Thrifty Nifty Mommy,” Janessa Solem 

 

Conclusion 

 As the daily deals marketplace grows, it is becoming increasingly difficult to stand out as 
a competitor. SweetJack must find a way to show its relevance and attract new customers, and 
this strategic story plan will do just that.   

In telling its story, SweetJack will establish that its daily deals empower families to enjoy 
themselves while staying within a budget; that the organization is an advocate for local vendors; 
and that they use innovative technology to create a gratifying customer experience. The 
dissemination of the SweetJack story through both radio advertising and a media campaign will 
enable the primary and secondary audiences to connect with the organization and motivate them 
to not only purchase from the website, but to tell their friends about the wonderful SweetJack 
experience. 

SweetJack has a compelling product and service, and this strategic story plan will help 
the public to see what makes the brand stand out from the rest of the daily deals competition. 
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